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Safety               (Practice working safe)                                                 45 min                                              
Reference: Ultimate Guide Plumbing page 5  

Safety is not just personal protection; it's also about protecting the innocent people 
around you. In this video, the “plumber” had no personal safety equipment on. 
Water was flowing into the electrical lights below and into electrical panels. The 
ceilings below crashed down because of the large amounts of water saturating the 
drywall. This “plumber” not only didn’t practice safety for himself.  He put everyone 
around him into unsafe conditions. Working safe is smart!  There is no reason to 
take chances. 

Example: always have a fire extinguisher ready when soldering inside of a 
building. Let the management team know that there is a chance something can go 
wrong and an alternative plan should be put together just in case. 





Fire extinguisher 
Pick the right one 



Ladder safety
free



Lifting 



Tools                                                                                                                          60 min

         Reference: Ultimate Guide Plumbing pages 259 through 261  

 





Toilets 



Water heaters                                                                                  
Reference: Ultimate Guide Plumbing pages 211 through 224                                                                         25 min   

    Electric WH 240 volt                    Standard vent gas WH          Direct vent WH                                  Power direct vent WH



Gas water heaters    Reference: Ultimate Guide Plumbing pages 211 through 224                                            105 min                               

Gas heaters come in several different types depending on exhaust venting. Standard vents must run vertical and out the 
top of the structure. Single wall pipe can be used from the heater to the ceiling. Once the exhaust pipe passes through the 
room its located in, double wall venting “ Type B vent” must be used to continue exhaust through the roof. Double wall vent 
pipe locks together and require an inch of clearance from combustibles. Direct vent water heaters vent horizontal. Direct 
vent heaters include a concentric vent system. The inner pipe is the exhaust. This exhaust pipe must be sealed with heat 
caulk provided in the exhaust kit. Power direct vent water heaters can be vented horizontal or vertical. This type of heater 
operates higher efficiency, which produces condensation, and must be vented in schedule 40 pressure pipe only. Single 
pipe power direct vent units pull combustion air from inside the structure needing more adequate combustion air. Two pipe 
Power Vent water heaters provide their own combustion air from outside and separate exhaust vent. This heater must also 
be piped in schedule 40 PVC pressure pipe with pressure fittings. All gas water heaters work on 5 inches of water column of 
gas pressure. Use a manometer to check for adequate gas pressure. When working with gas, always check for leaks, even 
on the surrounding pipes. Do Not Use Dish Soap. Two accurate ways to check for leaks are leak detection solution and a 
combustible gas leak detector.   ** manometer   



Electric water heater controls   Reference: Ultimate Guide Plumbing pages 211 through 224      65 min                             
Wire diagram 240 volt water heater 3500 watt / 4500 watt / 5500 watt units. High limit emergency cut off 
switch disconnecting  power at 180 degrees.   

Operation on cold water temp start up: Upper 
element comes on first. When the upper thermostat 
is satisfied, it directs power to the lower element 
until the lower thermostat is satisfied. When hot 
water is drawn, the cold water enters the tank 
through a dip tube that sends cold water to the 
bottom of the tank. Cooling the lower thermostat 
makes the element will come back on. As the cold 
water reaches the upper thermostat, it will redirect 
power to the upper element. When the upper 
thermostat is satisfied, it directs power to the lower 
element until satisfied and repeating the process.  
Tools needed voltmeter with amp probe,  
thermometer, screw driver, element wrench, and 
needle nose pliers. ** voltmeter 



Water heater thermal expansion tanks / T&P relief valve  Reference: Ultimate Guide Plumbing pages 211 through 224    25 min

Thermal expansion tank controls the increased pressure generated within the normal operating 
temperature of a water heater in a closed loop situation. Thermal expansion tanks are pre charged at 55 
PSI, if you need to add air pressure to match the building pressure do not exceeding 80 PSI. Max tested 
factory pressure is 150 PSI. Tanks can be installed upright or hanging down. Do not install the tank 
sideways. This will cause uneven wear on the bladder in the tank.   

T&P relief valve set point 150 psi and 210 degrees. Never plug the end of the relief valve and always  
make accommodations for the drain pipe. 



Drainage and vent system        Reference: Ultimate Guide Plumbing pages 275 through 295                   90 min

● Drainage system and vent system

Common drainage piping materials are copper, clay tile, cast iron, PVC , and  ABS. 

Drain lines are designed to have ¼ inch per foot of pitch allowing solids to flow with the water.

Vent lines also have pitch upwards, vents maintain equal air flow in the system eliminating positive and negative 

pressures protecting the water in the traps.

● Preventative maintenance:

●  Locate the building sewer connecting to the public sewer system.

            **Sewer municipalities provide sewer mapping that can help locate the public sewer connections.  

● Clean out ports are a very important for providing maintenance and emergency services to the drainage 

system.

● Expose clean outs and limit blocking these areas. Make sure they are sealed to keep out rocks, sticks, and 

animals.

● Map drain lines and cleanouts.

● Some Properties have manholes which are not always public sewer.

**Never enter a manhole without proper equipment. Oxygen monitor, tripod hoist, and air induction fan are 

required. Vent pipes can become blocked creating slow drains. This is normally seen when a toilet just swirles and 

when the water does go down it siphons the water from the trap in the toilet.



                 Drainage and vent system Reference: Ultimate Guide Plumbing pages 275 through 295       
                                       ( 1 / 60  )



      Types of drain traps  Reference: Ultimate Guide Plumbing pages 275 through 295                                            20 min                    
                                             ( 2 / 120  ) 



Drainage and vent system   
                     

● Drainage system and vent system

Common drainage piping materials are copper, clay tile, cast iron, PVC and ABS. 

Copper                                   Cast Iron                Clay Tile                              PVC                                               ABS 



Broken sewer lines above ground                              Reference: sub category             
  Cast iron pipes will begin to deteriorate with age, creating cracks in the old pipes. Some of these pipes are in walls, between concrete slabs, under 
sub floors and under the building. These repairs can be very costly, difficult to access and create a mess.

CIPP repaired



Broken sewer lines  underground              Reference: sub category                
Cast iron and clay tile pipes underground can create costly excavations, disruption of utilities and messy reconstruction. 

                                                                                                                              



Copper grades L, M, K, DWV - Blue, Red, Green, and Yellow 

Thickness range from DWV (the thinnest) and gaining thickness in M, L, and K.

Copper connections: Above ground-solder,propress and compression. Underground-propress, compression and flared.

Galvanized pipe can be used above and below ground. Connections are threaded or compression fittings.  Compression fittings 

can only be used on cold water.  

Pex piping is used on hot and cold, above or below ground. Connections can be done with expansion or crimped mechanical 

fittings. *varmints chew through pex pipe easily

PVC pressure pipe, schedule 40 and 80, check the label to ensure the pipe is rated for water pressure. PVC is connected by glue 

joints with pressure fittings and compression. *No PVC can to be used on hot water.

CPVC pipe can be used on hot and cold water, above ground. Connections are glue joints with special cpvc glue. *CPVC pipe is very 

brittle.   

DEMO: Propress / Compression Ford couplings / PEX /  and glue fittings pressure vs. dwv / gas piping propress

Water supply:  :materials and connections Reference: Ultimate Guide Plumbing pages 11 through 29 / 38 through 45            25 min

                       ( 20 / 1200 )                         
Most common types of water supply piping:  

 Copper                          Galvanized                                Pex                     PVC   *cold water only                                 CPVC 



Water systems / Valves         Reference: Ultimate Guide Plumbing pages 30 through 37                   15 min

                  Water systems consist of:

● Water mains from the public water system to the meter. (some properties own the water lines before the water meter)
● Water main supply from the water meter to the building.
● Water distribution system inside the property. 

Water supply control devices:

● Meter shut off valve ( takes several types of water keys to operate the valve) **4 meter keys

● Main water shut off controls the water supply usually found inside the property or in a water valve box outside the property. 
● Automated electric ball valves, easy operation can be done remotely off site. 
● Isolation valves are found throughout the distribution piping system, allowing to isolate sections of pipes. 
● Fixture valve shut offs are designed to shut water off to individual fixtures. 
● Pressure reduction valves control the pressure in the distribution system. 
● Backflow preventer valves protect from cross contamination. Backflow preventers always have two shut off valves.                             

Types of valves: These valves should be located and mapped. Exercise these valves as an important part of any PM program. Most valves have packing nuts that 
will need to be tightened after valve is exercised.                    

   Ball valves            Globe or gate valves    Fixture shut off valves    Main water supply valves    Automated electric ball valve 

 



Pressure regulator set up procedure    Reference: Ultimate Guide Plumbing page 37    20 min

1. Test the water pressure in a static position, this means no water flow.
2. Set the water pressure at approx. 60 psi.
3. Run water in 25% of the fixtures and watch the pressure drop-assuring it doesn’t drop more than 10 psi.
4. If water pressure drops more than 10 psi, adjust the water pressure up, not exceeding 80 psi at the lowest portion of 

the building.
5. Set the air in the expansion tank on the water heater to the same adjusted water pressure setting .

Note: Water has weight and will affect the readings at the lowest and highest points in static pressure.

This calculation is .03609 psi every inch in elevation. Example: 100 feet in elevation equals 43.31 psi greater at the base.  
Which means if you need 35 psi at 100 feet of elevation you will have 78.31 psi at the base.

** 4  pressure gauges    

 





Backflow Preventers    DC - RPZ  valves      Reference: Ultimate Guide Plumbing pages 275 through 295                 15 min                                  
Designed to protect the public water system from contaminated non potable water created by cross-connections.

All backflow preventers have their own serial number and are supposed to be tested annually by a certified tester. 

Cross-connection example: water main break and a hose in a mop sink with contaminated water syphoning back into the potable 
piping system.  

Two common back flow units are a DC (double check) and an RPZ (reduced pressure zone). RPZ units must be installed above ground and have a 
drain. Demo parts repair  

Inlet outlet 

Drain to atmosphere

RPZ

outlet 
Inlet 

No drain

DC



How Water Heaters Work
Standard gas heater



Natural Gas                                        Reference: Ultimate Guide Plumbing pages 20 through 24              45 min

● Types of materials / valves 
● Sizing systems : Pipe sizing chart 
● Pressures 
● Installation / connections 
● Testing for leaks 
● Venting 
● Safety





Inches Water column



BTU meaning 

(16 ounces = 1 lbs)



Natural Gas Sizing Chart Iron Pipe 





Ultimately, no, a carbon monoxide detector cannot detect a natural gas leak. Carbon monoxide (CO) is a toxic 
gas created when fuel is burned in the presence of low levels of oxygen. Carbon monoxide is very different from 
methane and cannot be detected with the same sensor. Carbon monoxide might appear during a gas leak, but 
a carbon monoxide detector is not normally capable of detecting natural gas.

Carbon Monoxide or Natural Gas?
Carbon monoxide is difficult to detect by the human nose but is known to cause rapid loss of consciousness. Similarly, 

natural gas is normally odorless but gas companies add mercaptan to make it smell like sulfur or rotten eggs. 
What’s more, natural gas leaks can usually be identified by a hissing sound or visible damage to a gas line.
That being said, not having a complete gas detection system could cause disastrous results. Along with the high 
flammability of natural gas, carbon monoxide can be fatal under certain conditions. Without proper warning, you 
could be at risk for sudden fire, explosion or toxic gas. To protect your environment, install a reliable gas detection 
system to detect dangerous levels of carbon monoxide and methane.

Pro Tip: Does your gas alarm configured to detect carbon monoxide? Install a high-performance sensor in your 
detection system to combat the poisonous health effects of carbon monoxide.



Types of Natural Gas Detectors
Monitoring unsafe levels of methane in natural gas is crucial to combat natural gas poisoning and combustion. GDS 
Corp offers a number of gas detection solutions to monitor your gas lines.

● GASMAX CX Gas Monitor – Single or dual channel gas monitor certified for hazardous areas where gas 

readings need to be transmitted in real-time.

● GASMAX II Gas Monitor – Single or dual channel gas monitor of any combination of one toxic and one 

combustible (bridge-type) sensor.

● GDS-50 Gas Sensor – DC-powered infrared gas sensor of any toxic or combustible gas in Class I Div 1 hazardous 

areas.

● GDS-IR Gas Sensor – Infrared gas sensor used to detect carbon dioxide or explosive levels of methane or 

propane in harsh environments.

Choosing the Best Gas Leak Detectors
Whether you’re protecting against natural gas leaks or the presence of carbon monoxide in your manufacturing or 
industrial process, finding the right gas monitor is important. In addition to carbon monoxide alarms and smoke 
detectors, a complete detection system can be customized for you. Be sure to protect your health and working 
environments from the many dangers of natural gas.
Do you need an accurate and trusted detection system? Connect with our professional technicians to help you 
choose the best gas leak detector.



Natural Gas
Although generally safe to use in the home, when natural gas 
does not burn up completely because of faulty installation or 
lack of ventilation, it emits a byproduct of carbon monoxide. The 
more carbon monoxide present in the air, the less oxygen you 
can inhale, potentially killing you. At least 430 people in the 
United States die of unintentional carbon monoxide poisoning 
every year. And 50,000 people visit the ER for accidental carbon 
monoxide poisoning annually [source: CDC]. Unvented space 
heaters are the most common source of carbon monoxide 
poisoning [source: Johns Hopkins Medicine]. But fumes are 
also produced by furnaces, stoves, kerosene heaters and 
vehicles "warmed up" in garages.

If you have a gas stove, there are about 5 to 15 parts per 
million of natural gas in the air inside your home. More than 
30 parts per million crosses into dangerous levels of 
natural gas and indicates a faulty stove [source: EPA]. How 
do you know if the methane levels in your house are safe? 
You can buy a natural gas detector or a carbon monoxide 
detector that will sound an alarm if gas levels exceed a 
safety threshold.



Natural Gas



 Toilets                                   Reference: Ultimate Guide Plumbing pages 63 through 83               60 min

      
Kitchen sinks                                            Reference: Ultimate Guide Plumbing pages 153 through 159              15 min

Lavatory sinks                                          Reference: Ultimate Guide Plumbing pages 151 through 153              15 min

Bathtubs / showers                                   Reference: Ultimate Guide Plumbing pages 198 through 206              15 min



Drain cleaning Procedures      (lavatory and tubs)                  

Lavatory sink and bathtub drains require drain machines with  ¼ inch cable and 25 feet long. 
Tubs can be run through the overflow. You must removed the overflow pop up stopper 
assembly. Lavatory drains can be unblocked by removing the trap and inserting the cable 
machine directly into the drain line. Check below the fixture after opening the drain to assure 
the cable didn’t break through the pipe, allowing the water to drain out and appearing the 
drain line is unblocked.       

                                                                                                                              Reference: Ultimate Guide Plumbing pages 179 through 184              20 min



Drain cleaning procedures     (kitchen and 3 inch drains)    

Kitchen sink and drain lines up to 3 inch in diameter,  require drain machines with ⅜  inch cable 75 feet long. 
Kitchen drains can be unblocked by removing the trap and inserting the cable machine directly into the drain line. 
Check below the fixture after opening the drain to assure the cable didn’t break through the pipe allowing the 
water to drain out and appearing the drain line is unblocked. Secondary main lines up to 3 inch should be 
accessed through a clean out ports. The best way to clean these drains is to run water while running the cable 
machine, this process allows the water to help remove build up.

                                                                                                                      Reference: Ultimate Guide Plumbing pages 179 through 184              20 min



Unblock sewer and camera inspection (Main sewer lines 4 inch and larger)   ( 3 / 180  )

Sewer drain lines 4 inch and larger in diameter, require drain machines with ⅝ to 1 ½   inch diameter cables and 100 to 200  feet long. 4 
inch drains can be accessed through a clean out ports. Evaluate the piping system to find where water is holding to determine the location 
of the blockage, then unblock with the sewer machine. Use sewer camera to make sure the blockage was completely removed. 

            Milwaukee MK ¾” cable             insight vision inspection camera            Electric eel 1.5”cable 

                                                                                                                          Reference:  Ultimate Guide Plumbing pages 179 through 184              20 min



Sewer camera inspection                (Camera inspection)  

a



Drain cleaning                                (Hydro Jetting)             

Used for PM programs, removing build up in pipes.                                    Reference: sub category             20 min



Removing scale and build up off the pipe, new drain cleaning tools.                                       



CIPP Robotic Cutter                                                                      ( 4 / 240 )



CIPP Cured In Place Pipe Repair  


